
 
September Monthly Report: Spring Years In Autumn 

 

This month we were focused on diverse and involving communication with           

TokenStars token holders as well as on creating new opportunities for our signed             

players to grow their influencing potential. It’s important to take stock and we’re             

pleased to share the most significant news of last month with you. 

 

● TokenStars organized its first free-entry poker tournament. 

● 5 new players joined our scouting system. 

● Head poker coach held training with TEAM token holder. 

● The advisory team was strengthened. 

● Football week was successfully held. 

 

First Free-Entry Poker Tournament 
 

One of the most notable activities of this September became our first free-entry poker              

tournament with a prize fund of 17.500 TEAM tokens. This tournament was held             

on Pokerstars.com, every registered user had a chance to play with TokenStars PRO             

poker players on a reliable and well-known platform. According to the results of the              

tournament, the bronze medalist won 3500 TEAM tokens, the silver medalist get a             

reward of 5250 TEAM, and the winner received the main prize - 6125 TEAM              

tokens. We received positive inspiring feedback from participants, and there is a            

chance that we’ll organize such a tournament in the future. 

 



 

 

 

Clients' Portfolio Strengthening 
 

In September TokenStars made a step forward in strengthening the scouting system -             

professional poker players Jacob Lizotte, Alexander Kuzmin, and promising         

tennis juniors Bekhzod Rasamatov, Mark Tryakshin, and Artjom Matus         

joined our platform. Votings for Jacob and Alexander are already closed, they’ve            

successfully moved to the negotiation stage. We’re more than happy to see that our              

community is supporting new players and actively votes for them. 

 

Alexander Kuzmin is a professional poker player from Russia with an incredibly            

high average ROI - 349%. We're sure that the cooperation with this player will be               

profitable for both sides. 

https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/151/
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/152/
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/155
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/154/
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/153/
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/152/


 

 

 

Bekhzod Rasamatov - talented top-250 ITF tennis player from Uzbekistan. This           

year he already won 5 ITF tournaments: three in singles and two in doubles.              

There is no doubt that Bekhzod is a very talented player, and we hope that our                

assistance will help them to significantly grow in the nearest future. 

 

 

Team Upgrades 
 
Recently Pavel Stukolov moved to an advisor position in TokenStars. Together           

with Elena Masolova and other advisors, he continues to consult the team, share his              

professional expertise and keep an eye on the project’s development. Pavel           

commented on this news: “TokenStars gained good momentum, and I think that the             

team has all the chances to move the platform to the next level. I root for TokenStars                 

and will surely provide all the necessary recommendations to help the team” 

Philipp Tsagolov, General Manager of TokenStars, also shared his thoughts: “I           

positively evaluate our progress: we significantly expanded clients’ portfolio, the          

team is strengthened by excellent professionals, and TokenStars also began to           

monetize operations and create revenue streams, which were planned in the white            

paper.”  

https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/155


 

 
Training Session with Poker PRO 
 

We’re glad that training with our signed players is in demand and this month we               

organized a new training session with TokenStars head poker coach - Tobias            

Schaaf. In 1,5 hours player participated in several tournaments, and after it, Tobias             

helped him to analyze the game and gave personalized recommendations. Tobias also            

shared his theoretical lectures and PRO tips, which will help further develop the             

player’s skills.  

 

 

 

Reward for Football Fans 
 

Besides the fact that recently FC Zenit player Alexey Sutormin signed a contract             

with TokenStars, last month we decided to revive a good tradition and dedicated             

monthly predictions contest to football. We included the most intriguing matches           

and interesting forecasts in this Football Week, so there is every reason to believe              

that football fans liked this competition. Top-100 contestants shared 5000 TEAM           

tokens, including the winner with 2170 STAR points and the main reward of 500              

TEAM.  

 
For more information: Follow the project’s social media channels on          

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, Medium or take a look         

at our videos on YouTube. 

https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/149
https://tokenstars.com/scouting/card/149
https://www.facebook.com/TokenStars/
https://twitter.com/TokenStars
https://www.instagram.com/tokenstars_official/
https://t.me/TokenStars_en
https://medium.com/@TokenStars
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCg8hS9uAYAFXkQAV3dnFZdg


 

 
 
  


